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a b s t r a c t
Social rejection impairs self-regulation, yet the neural mechanisms underlying this relationship remain unknown. The right ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (rVLPFC) facilitates self-regulation and plays a robust role in regulating the distress of social rejection. However, recruiting this region’s inhibitory function during social rejection
may come at a self-regulatory cost. As supported by prominent theories of self-regulation, we hypothesized that
greater rVLPFC recruitment during rejection would predict a subsequent self-regulatory imbalance that favored
reﬂexive impulses (i.e., cravings), which would then impair self-regulation. Supporting our hypotheses, rVLPFC
activation during social rejection was associated with greater subsequent nucleus accumbens (NAcc) activation
and lesser functional connectivity between the NAcc and rVLPFC to appetitive cues. Over seven days, the effect of
daily felt rejection on daily self-regulatory impairment was exacerbated among participants who showed a stronger rVLPFC response to social rejection. This interactive effect was mirrored in the effect of daily felt rejection on
heightened daily alcohol cravings. Our ﬁndings suggest that social rejection likely impairs self-regulation by
recruiting the rVLPFC, which then tips the regulatory balance towards reward-based impulses.
© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Social rejection is not merely an inconvenience, it has been a longstanding and profound threat to health and reproduction throughout
human history and into modernity (Baumeister and Leary, 1995;
Cacioppo and Patrick, 2008; Williams, 2007). Social rejection threatens
human needs to belong, maintain a favorable self-view, exert control
over the environment, and feel that one’s existence is meaningful
(Williams, 1997, 2009). In addition to these threats, social rejection reduces individuals’ efforts towards self-regulation and subsequently
leads to self-regulation failures (Baumeister et al., 2005; DeWall et al.,
2008; Oaten et al., 2008). For instance, compared to their non-rejected
counterparts, rejected participants persisted less when faced with
failure and ate more unhealthy food (Baumeister et al., 2005). Rejection’s deleterious effect on self-regulation is particularly important
to understand because the ability to successfully engage in selfregulation is a uniquely powerful predictor of life outcomes such as
criminality, academic performance, and interpersonal relationship
health (Gottfredson and Hirschi, 1990; Tangney et al., 2004). Indeed,
many societal problems (e.g., substance abuse, violence) can be
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readily construed as stemming directly from self-regulatory failure
(Baumeister and Vohs, 2003).
To date, the neuroscientiﬁc literature is relatively silent in explaining
the link between social rejection and impaired self-regulation. We propose to ﬁll this gap by combining fMRI and longitudinal methodologies
to assess the potential role that recruitment of the lateral prefrontal
cortex during social rejection may play in the effect of rejection on
self-regulatory failure.
Theories of self-regulation failure: strength, motivation, and balance
Completing a task that that requires greater self-regulatory effort
often leads to subsequent self-regulatory impairment (e.g., Baumeister
et al., 1998). One of the leading explanations for this phenomenon is
the strength model of self-regulation, which posits that self-regulation
relies upon a reservoir of regulatory ability that can be fatigued much
like a muscle (Baumeister and Heatherton, 1996). According to the
strength model, self-regulatory impairment occurs when this topdown, inhibitory, regulatory resource is fatigued by other demanding
tasks. This model has received substantial empirical support (Hagger
et al., 2010; Hofmann et al., 2012a,b).
Neuroscientiﬁc research has identiﬁed the neuroanatomical seat of
this regulatory resource in the lateral prefrontal cortex (lateral PFC;
Cohen and Lieberman, 2010; Cohen et al., 2012; Heatherton and
Wagner, 2011; Lieberman, 2011). Just as the strength model would
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predict, the more individuals tend to use the lateral PFC to regulate their
impulses (e.g., racial bias), the less regulatory effort they then exert on
subsequent tasks (Richeson et al., 2003). As would be predicted by the
strength model, the lateral PFC likely becomes ‘fatigued’ due to greater
initial use, predicting greater subsequent self-regulatory impairment.
Crucially, this is not to say that the lateral PFC is unable to exert selfregulatory inﬂuence; it is just less likely to do so, much like a muscle
that can function after intense exercise, yet would require more motivation for to do so (e.g., an oncoming car). Indeed, the seminal research on
the link between social rejection and self-regulatory impairment found
that the link could be broken when participants were given adequate
incentives for their performance (Baumeister et al., 2005).
An alternative account of self-regulatory failure has arisen which
de-emphasizes the notion that self-regulation is a resource that can
become fatigued and instead posits that self-regulatory exertion
shifts motivation, attention, and emotion away from superordinate
goals (e.g., weight loss) and towards impulses (e.g., food cravings;
Inzlicht and Schmeichel, 2012; Inzlicht et al., 2014). Much like the
strength model, this motivational model of self-regulation would
predict that greater lateral PFC use during a self-regulatory task, an
index of self-regulatory effort, would lead to lesser subsequent activation of this region as motivation and attention shifted to more impulsive,
subcortical neural substrates (e.g., the nucleus accumbens).
Findings from cognitive neuroscience have been used to incorporate
and expand upon models of self-regulation, taking the form of balance
theory (Heatherton and Wagner, 2011). The balance perspective integrates literature on the role of the lateral PFC in facilitating selfregulation by inhibiting subcortical activity that often undermines
self-regulation, stemming from regions such as the amygdala and nucleus accumbens. According to balance theory, self-regulation involves a
tenuous balance between the activity of bottom-up, subcortical neural
regions and top-down, prefrontal neural regions. Self-regulatory failure
occurs when the balance is tipped in favor of the subcortical regions.
Supporting this notion, individuals who experience self-regulatory
fatigue show greater bottom-up reward activation to appetitive targets
and reduced connectivity between the nucleus accumbens and lateral
prefrontal regions (Wagner et al., 2013). Integrating these theories
and ﬁndings, social rejection is thus likely to impair self-regulation by
recruiting the neural seat of self-regulation, the lateral PFC, which may
subsequently tip the brain’s self-regulatory balance towards the activity
of subcortical regions and the impulses they elicit. These impulses may
then overpower top-down, inhibitory processes and relate to later selfregulatory impairment. Thus, enhanced activation in the lateral PFC to
social rejection may place people at risk for self-regulation impairments,
speciﬁcally those that stem from bottom-up cravings such as alcohol
consumption.

The rVLPFC: involvement in the regulation of social rejection
Seminal neuroscientiﬁc research on social rejection has shown
that the right ventrolateral PFC (rVLPFC) occupies the inferior frontal
gyrus and plays a robust regulatory role during instances of exclusion
(Eisenberger et al., 2003). Across several studies, rVLPFC activation during rejection predicted less self-reported distress and activation in
neural regions that subserve painful distress, suggesting a regulatory
function (Eisenberger et al., 2003, 2007; Onoda et al., 2009). Conﬁrming
this regulatory role, electrical stimulation of the rVLPFC during social rejection attenuated participants’ reports of distress and aggressive responses (Riva et al., 2012, in press). These ﬁndings ﬁt well with other
neuroimaging research that identify the rVLPFC as a neural region that
generally subserves inhibition and top-down control of the amygdala
and nucleus accumbens in the service of effective self-regulation
(Berkman and Lieberman, 2009; Berkman et al., 2014; Cohen et al.,
2012; Lieberman, 2011; Ochsner and Gross, 2005; Wager et al., 2008;
Wagner et al., 2013).

These ﬁndings support the prediction that social rejection may impair self-regulation by recruiting the rVLPFC to manage the aversive experience of social rejection. This recruitment would then, if partially,
reduce the amount of self-regulatory exertion on a subsequent selfregulatory task, as shown in previous research on the lateral PFC
(e.g., Richeson et al., 2003). As predicted by balance theory, this selfregulatory impairment would tip the neural balance in favor of subcortical neural regions that generate affective and reward-based impulses
(Heatherton and Wagner, 2011). Neuroimaging research has implicated
the nucleus accumbens (NAcc) as a crucial substrate of cravings and
reward-based impulses in response to appetitive cues and possesses
strong regulatory ties to the VLPFC (e.g., food; Wagner et al., 2013).
Reﬂecting an impaired regulatory tendency, we predicted that greater rVLPFC activation during social rejection would be associated with
greater subsequent activation of the nucleus accumbens to appetitive
cues. Providing evidence of a regulatory imbalance, we further predicted
that rejection-speciﬁc rVLPFC activation would predict reduced functional
connectivity between the rVLPFC and NAcc. Functional connectivity estimates the degree to which neural regions’ activity synchronizes or desynchronizes over the time and across situations with greater coupling
suggesting an interaction between two regions and lesser coupling suggesting the two regions function more orthogonally (Rogers et al., 2007).
Reﬂecting a growing trend in using neural signatures to predict outcomes in everyday life (i.e., the brain-as-predictor approach; Berkman
and Falk, 2013; Berkman et al., 2011; Falk et al., 2012), we sought to
test these predictions combining functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) with a daily diary approach. We hypothesized that daily
reports of perceived social rejection would be associated with selfregulatory impairment among individuals who expressed a relatively
higher level of rVLPFC activation during social rejection. Based on our
balance theory perspective, we also hypothesized that daily reports of
perceived social rejection would be associated with greater cravings
for appetitive items (i.e., alcohol) among individuals who expressed a
relatively higher level of rVLPFC activation during social rejection. Alcohol use was selected because it is a particularly acute self-regulation
issue for undergraduates and has substantial consequences for life outcomes (Crawford and Novak, 2006).
To do so, participants completed 7 days of daily diaries and then entered our fMRI scanner where they were socially accepted and then
rejected and then passively viewed appetitive, drug, and neutral stimuli
while undergoing fMRI. The fMRI scan was performed last because we
did not want the experimental induction of social rejection to contaminate subsequent daily reports of rejection. We conceptualized the fMRI
scan as a measure akin to a personality questionnaire in which rankorder differences in neural activation obtained from this scan were
assumed to be durable across time. This assumption is based on a considerable amount of evidence showing that neural responses obtained
with fMRI correspond to such durable characteristics as Big Five personality trait clusters (DeYoung, 2010) and long-term behavioral outcomes
such as smoking cessation (Berkman et al., 2011).
Materials and methods
Participants
Forty undergraduates who reported being neurologically and psychologically healthy participated in the study for course credit and
money. Due to the conﬁned and magnetic nature of the MRI environment, we excluded obese, claustrophobic, color blind, and pregnant
individuals from participating as well as individuals who reported
metal inside of their bodies, the use of psychoactive medication, or a
history of seizures.
One participant distorted their fMRI data during the Cyberball task
by repeatedly itching their face with the response glove. Two more participants failed to pass quality assurance items on their daily diaries in
which they were asked to select a given number to ensure their
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attention to the instructions and content of each item. Therefore, only
the 37 remaining participants had their data submitted for analysis
(19 females; Age: M = 18.92, SD = 1.32).
Procedure
Questionnaires
Participants completed a computerized battery of personality questionnaires that included scales relevant to self-regulation and social rejection: the Conscientiousness subscale of the Big Five Inventory (John et al.,
1991, 2008), the Brief Self Control Scale (Tangney et al., 2004), the Rejection Sensitivity Questionnaire (Downey and Feldman, 1996), and the
Timeline Follow-Back Calendar (Sobell and Sobell, 1992), which measured participants’ alcohol drinking behavior over the past year.
Daily reports
For the seven days following the questionnaire session, participants
received an internet questionnaire in the evening. Each daily survey
contained the following components.
Daily felt rejection. To measure daily perceptions of rejection, participants responded to the item “How rejected did you feel today?”
Responses were made on a scale from 1 = not at all to 7 = extremely
and were averaged across the 7 days
Daily self-regulation. To measure daily self-regulation, participants completed ﬁve of the highest loading items from the Brief Self-Control Scale
(Tangney et al., 2004). They were “I had a hard time resisting temptation
today (reverse-scored),” “Today, I was able to meet most of my goals,” “My
emotions got the best of me today (reverse-scored),” “I didn’t have much
self-discipline today (reverse-scored),” and “I had a lot of mental focus
and concentration today.” Responses were made on a scale from 1 =
not at all to 7 = extremely. The internal reliability of the averaged
items was adequate across all 7 days (α = .91) and therefore responses
were averaged to create composite daily self-regulation scores across
the 7 days.
Daily alcohol craving. To measure daily alcohol craving, participants
responded to the question, “Today, how strong was your urge to use
alcohol?” Responses were made on a scale from 1 = not at all to 7 =
very. Participants also used the same scale to report how much they
craved marijuana and polydrugs (e.g., cocaine).
Daily control of alcohol craving. To measure how well participants controlled their alcohol craving, they answered the question, “Today, how
much were you able to control your urge to use alcohol?” Responses
were made on a scale from 1 = not at all to 7 = very. Participants also
used the same scale to report how much they were able to control
their cravings to use marijuana and polydrugs.
Social rejection task
Participants were socially accepted then rejected via the Cyberball
task (as in Chester et al., 2014; Williams et al., 2000). Cyberball was implemented as a three block-design (60 s per block). Prior to each block,
participants were instructed to rest for 10 s and then saw a 2 s screen
which instructed them to “get ready” for the next block. Participants received an equal amount of ball tosses (i.e., ~ 33%) throughout the ﬁrst
2.5 blocks (i.e., 150 s; acceptance condition). Then, participants stopped
receiving the ball for the last 30 s of the last task (i.e., rejection condition). Although 30 s is a relatively short block duration, assessing this
initial reaction to social rejection allowed us to capture the distress of
rejection before other psychological processes begin to activate in response to the distress. For an outline of these responses to rejection,
see the temporal need threat model of ostracism (Williams, 2009).
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Cue reactivity task
Participants then passively viewed a series of alcohol, marijuana,
polydrugs, appetitive, and neutral images while undergoing fMRI. This
cue reactivity task contained 21 blocks: 3 alcohol, 3 marijuana, 3
polydrugs, 9 appetitive, and 3 neutral. Each 30 s block sequentially presented 5 images within the given condition (4 s per image) which were
then followed by a 10 s ﬁxation cross which modeled baseline neural activation. The order of the blocks was randomized yet held constant
across participants.
Alcohol, marijuana, and polydrug stimuli were acquired from previous research on the appetitive nature of drugs and alcohol (Buckman
et al., 2010; Mun et al., 2008; Ray et al., 2010). Appetitive and neutral
images were acquired from the International Affective Picture Set
(IAPS; Lang et al., 2008). All images were pre-rated in the IAPS technical
report along a 1–9 Likert scale on the dimensions of pleasantness, with
higher values indicating higher pleasantness (i.e., appetitiveness; Lang
et al., 2008). Appetitive images included a diverse array of stimuli,
such as pictures of appetizing food, smiling faces, and beautiful landscapes. The appetitive images selected for the cue reactivity task
were selected due to the fact that they were rated as highly pleasant
(M = 7.53, SD = 0.43). Neutral images depicted household items,
bland landscapes, and mundane social scenes and were rated close to
the midpoint of the pleasantness scale (i.e., 5; M = 4.91, SD = 0.26).
Post scan
After a series of anatomical scans, participants were removed from
the scanner and completed the 20-item Need Threat Scale, which measured participants’ level of social distress due to Cyberball (Williams,
2009). However, this was done approximately 45 to 60 min after the
social rejection manipulation. Finally, participants were administered
a three-item suspicion probe to assess whether they believed the
Cyberball manipulation.
MRI data acquisition, preprocessing, and analysis
All MRI data were obtained using a 3.0-T Siemens Magnetom Trio
scanner. Echo planar BOLD images were acquired with a T2*weighted gradient across the entire brain with a 3D shim (matrix
size = 64 × 64, ﬁeld of view = 224 mm, echo time = 28 ms, repetition time = 2.5 s, slice thickness = 3.5 mm, 40 interleaved axial
slices, ﬂip angle = 90°). To allow for registration to native space, a
coplanar T1-weighted MP-RAGE was also acquired from each participant (1 mm3 isotropic voxel size, echo time = 2.56 ms, repetition
time = 1.69 s, ﬂip angle = 12°).
The Oxford Center for Functional MRI of the Brain (FMRIB)’s Software Library (FSL version 5.0) was used to conduct all preprocessing
and fMRI analyses (Smith et al., 2004; Woolrich et al., 2009). Reconstructed functional volumes underwent head motion correction to the
middle functional volume using FSL’s MCFLIRT tool (Jenkinson et al.,
2002). FSL’s Brain Extraction Tool was then used to remove non-brain
tissue from all functional and structural volumes (Smith, 2002). After
a series of data quality checks, functional volumes underwent slicetiming correction, pre-whitening, were smoothed with a 5-mm
FWHM Gaussian kernel, and were high-pass ﬁltered (120 s cutoff).
Preprocessed fMRI data from the Cyberball task were then analyzed
using a two-level general linear model approach. First, each participant’s BOLD signal was modeled with a ﬁxed-effects analysis which separately modeled acceptance and rejection blocks as regressor using a
canonical double-gamma hemodynamic response function with a temporal derivative. Instructions screens and all six motion parameters
were also included as regressors-of-no-interest into the analysis. Rest
blocks were not modeled in this analysis. A linear contrast then compared these two conditions (rejection N acceptance). Resulting contrast
images from this analysis were ﬁrst linearly registered to native space
structural volumes and then spatially normalized to an MNI stereotaxic
space template image using FSL’s FLIRT tool (Jenkinson and Smith,
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2001; Jenkinson et al., 2002). Second, each participant’s contrast volumes were fed into a group-level, mixed-effects analysis which created
group average maps. Cluster-based thresholding (Heller et al., 2006;
Worsley, 2001) was applied to each image (cluster Z statistic threshold:
2.3). Family-wise error correction was then applied to all voxels within
the rVLPFC region-of-interest (ROI) mask (cluster signiﬁcance threshold: p b .005).The rVLPFC mask was constructed from the Automated
Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas, utilizing the opercular, orbital, and triangular portions of the right inferior frontal gyrus (Tzourio-Mazoyer
et al., 2002). To assess the speciﬁcity of the rVLPFC we also, separately,
constrained our analyses to ROIs from the AAL atlas in the left VLPFC
(i.e., inferior gyrus), left and right dorsolateral PFC (i.e., middle frontal
gyrus), and left and right dorsomedial PFC (i.e., superior frontal gyrus).
Analyses were largely identical for the cue reactivity task. Alcohol,
marijuana, polydrug, appetitive, and neutral blocks were modeled
as regressors and ﬁxation trials were left unmodeled. Four linear
contrasts compared the alcohol, marijuana, polydrug, and appetitive
blocks, separately, to the neutral block. Five additional linear contrasts compared each of the ﬁve conditions to the ﬁxation baseline
condition for later use in functional connectivity analyses. Group
level analyses and thresholding were identical to those described
in the above paragraph.
Results
Daily diary results
Replicating previous research (Baumeister et al., 2005; Oaten et al.,
2008), the more daily felt rejection participants reported experiencing,
the more they also reported self-regulation impairments across the 7days, r(35) = − .36, p = .028. Felt rejection was also associated with
greater alcohol craving, r(35) = .33, p = .049. Although in the expected
direction, felt rejection was not signiﬁcantly associated with control
over alcohol cravings, r(35) = − .22, p = .184. Descriptive statistics
for each of the types of daily reports are provided in Tables 1 and 2
below. The overwhelming majority of participants reported no cravings
of marijuana (79%) or polydrugs (95%) across all 7 days. Thus, these
cravings measures and their association control measures were not
analyzed.
Neuroimaging results
Validating the social rejection manipulation, participants reported
average Need Threat Scale scores (Cronbach α = 0.91), an indicator
of social distress, above the midpoint of the scale (i.e., 4), M = 4.46,
SD = 0.89, t(36) = 3.16, p = .003, d = 0.73. Actual social distress during the Cyberball task was likely higher than the need threat scores suggest, as self-reports of social distress tend to diminish over the timecourse of the anatomical scans that followed the rejection induction
(Zadro et al., 2006). Also, no participants reported any suspicion of the
task during the suspicion probe. Social rejection, compared to social

Table 2
Descriptive information for daily alcohol self-reports. Scores can range from 1 to 7.

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7
Mean

Alcohol Craving

Alcohol Control

(1 item)

(1 item)

M

SD

Range

M

SD

Range

1.69
1.39
1.54
1.19
1.19
1.11
1.22
1.32

1.53
0.93
1.38
0.82
0.74
0.67
0.80
0.56

1–7
1–3
1–7
1–3
1–4
1–2
1–3
1.0–3.1

6.36
6.47
6.49
6.56
6.76
6.69
6.56
6.57

1.74
1.50
1.50
1.52
1.09
1.28
1.44
1.10

1–7
1–7
4–7
1–7
6–7
6–7
1–7
4.7–7.0

acceptance, was associated with increased activity in the rVLPFC
(Fig. 1; 3369 voxels, peak Z = 6.43, peak MNI coordinates: x = 50,
y = 16, z = 8; rejection N acceptance contrast).
Functional data from this activated main effect cluster of the rVLPFC
were converted to units of percent signal change, averaged and extracted from each participant (Mumford, J., http://mumford.bol.ucla.edu/
perchange_guide.pdf). To assess the speciﬁcity of the rVLPFC, percent
signal change units from this contrast were extracted from all voxels
of the following prefrontal ROIs that have been implicated in successful
self-regulation using AAL masks: left VLPFC (lVLPFC; inferior frontal
gyrus); left and right dorsolateral PFC (DLPFC; middle frontal gyrus);
left and right dorsomedial PFC (DMPFC; medial aspect of the superior
frontal gyrus).
Percent signal change units from this region during social rejection
were positively correlated with scores on the Brief Self-Control Scale
(Cronbach α = 0.79), r(35) = .334, p = .043, and unassociated with Rejection Sensitivity Questionnaire scores (Cronbach α = 0.75), r(35) =
−.155, p = .360, or scores from the Conscientiousness subscale of the
Big Five Inventory (Cronbach α = 0.80), r(35) = .190, p = .259.
Correlations with cue reactivity
Functional data from the alcohol N neutral, marijuana N neutral,
polydrug N neutral, and appetitive N neutral contrasts were converted
to percent signal change units and extracted from and averaged across
the left and right nucleus accumbens (NAcc). The NAcc ROI masks
were acquired from the Wake Forest University Pickatlas (Maldjian
et al., 2003). NAcc activation from each of the four contrasts were separately regressed onto rVLPFC percent signal change units and trait measures of self-control and conscientiousness. After controlling for trait

Table 1
Descriptive information for daily self-reports of felt rejection and self-regulation. Scores
can range from 1 to 7.
Felt Rejection

Self-Regulation

(1 item)

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7
Mean

(5 items)

M

SD

Range

M

SD

Range

α

2.00
2.36
2.09
1.81
1.97
1.89
1.92
1.95

1.37
1.46
1.56
1.24
1.34
1.30
1.50
0.86

1–6
1–5
1–7
1–5
1–5
1–7
1–7
1.0–4.3

5.13
5.22
5.04
5.48
5.23
5.23
5.29
5.23

1.01
1.17
1.05
1.19
1.09
0.93
1.03
0.74

2.0–6.8
2.0–7.0
2.6–6.6
1.2–6.8
2.2–6.6
3.0–7.0
3.0–7.0
3.4–6.7

.61
.75
.61
.78
.75
.65
.70
.91

Fig. 1. rVLPFC activation associated with rejection N acceptance.
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Fig. 2. Correlations between percent signal change units averaged across the activated rVLPFC cluster from the rejection N acceptance contrast and (A) percent signal change units in the
bilateral NAcc from the alcohol N neutral contrast, (B) percent signal change units in the bilateral NAcc from the appetitive N neutral contrast. Straight lines represent regression lines
whereas curved lines represent 95% conﬁdence intervals of that regression line.

self-control and conscientiousness (to ensure rVLPFC activation was not
indexing domain-general inhibitory tendencies), rejection-speciﬁc
rVLPFC activation was associated with greater bilateral NAcc activation
to appetitive images, β = .35, t(33) = 2.07, p = .047. After further controlling for alcohol consumption over the past year (to ensure NAcc reactivity was not a mere function of familiarity), rVLPFC activation was
marginally associated with greater bilateral NAcc activation to alcohol
images, β = .34, t(32) = 1.74, p = .092 (Fig. 2). Correlations with the
marijuana and polydrug conditions were non-signiﬁcant, βs b .17,
ps N .35.
In attempting to understand the marginal and null associations with
alcohol, marijuana, and polydrug cues, an independent sample (n = 12)
from the same population as the study participants rated each cue on its
pleasantness along a 1 (not at all) to 9 (very much so) scale. Alcohol
cues were rated as rather unpleasant (M = 3.78, SD = 2.05), and
more so for the marijuana (M = 1.98, SD = 1.43), and polydrug cues
(M = 1.68, SD = 1.13). Thus the alcohol, marijuana, and polydrug
cues did not appear to be appetitive, with these ratings being below
the IAPS technical report ratings of the neutral cues (M = 4.91, SD =
0.26) and far below the appetitive cues (M = 7.53, SD = 0.43). In the
Discussion, we explain possible reasons why our undergraduate participants rated the alcohol, marijuana, and polydrug cues as relatively
unpleasant.

Correlations with functional connectivity during cue reactivity
To assess the possible inﬂuence that rVLPFC activation during social
rejection might have on the regulatory balance between the rVLPFC and
NAcc, we extracted functional connectivity estimates from each condition of the cue reactivity task. To do so, we extracted the timeseries of the cue reactivity task for each participant from the bilateral
NAcc and rVLPFC, using the ROI masks described previously. After
segregating the time-series by condition (i.e., alcohol, marijuana,
polydrug, appetitive, neutral), we correlated the rVLPFC and NAcc
time-series yielding a Pearson’s r coefﬁcient for each participant
and for each condition (as in Denson et al., 2014). We then used multiple linear regression to correlate these r values with rVLPFC signal
change units from the rejection N acceptance contrast, separately
for each cue reactivity condition.
After controlling for trait conscientiousness and self-control, rVLPFC
activation acquired from the rejection N acceptance contrast was
negatively associated with functional connectivity between the
rVLPFC and bilateral NAcc while participants viewed appetitive
cues, β = − .34, t(33) = 2.08, p = .045, and polydrug cues, β =
− .39, t(33) = 2.34, p = .025 (Fig. 3). Associations with connectivity
estimates from the alcohol, marijuana, polydrug, and neutral conditions did not reach signiﬁcance, βs b .07, ps N .70.

Fig. 3. Correlation between percent signal change units averaged across the activated rVLPFC cluster from the rejection N acceptance contrast and functional connectivity estimates
between the rVLPFC and the bilateral NAcc from the appetitive condition and (B) polydrug conditions. Straight lines represents the regression line whereas curved lines represent 95%
conﬁdence intervals of that regression line.
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Moderation analysis: self-regulation failure
A multiple linear regression model was used to regress the composite score of self-regulation onto the main effect terms of composite felt
rejection score, rejection-speciﬁc rVLPFC activity, and their interaction
term simultaneously. Daily felt rejection was signiﬁcantly association
with lesser daily self-regulation, β = − .46, t(33) = −2.94, p = .006.
No main effect was observed for rVLPFC activation on daily selfregulation, β = .10, t(33) = 0.61, p = .548. These main effects were
qualiﬁed by an interaction between daily felt rejection and rVLPFC activation associated with social rejection, β = −.36, t(33) = −2.17, p =
.037 (Fig. 4). At low levels (−1 SD) of rVLPFC activation, felt rejection
was unassociated with self-regulation, β = −.12, t(33) = −0.76, p =
.454. However, at mean levels, β = −.33, t(33) = − 2.86, p = .007,
and high levels (+1 SD) of rVLPFC activation, β = − .57, t(33) =
−3.19, p = .003, felt rejection was negatively associated with selfregulation. Thus, the greater rVLPFC activation participants showed
when perceiving social rejection, the more they reported experiencing
self-regulation impairments.
Next, we conducted analyses to demonstrate the speciﬁcity of the
rVLPFC above and beyond a domain-general indicator of dispositional
ability to effectively self-regulate. We performed a multiple linear regression analysis on self-regulation reports in which conscientiousness and
trait self-control were entered simultaneously as covariates alongside
the main effect and interaction terms of felt rejection and rVLPFC activation. The felt rejection by rVLPFC interaction remained signiﬁcant, β =
−.33, t(33) = −2.13, p = .041, even after controlling for both conscientiousness and trait self-control. Further, this interaction with the rVLPFC
(not controlling for conscientiousness and trait self-control) was not observed for other regions of the prefrontal cortex that have been implicated in successful self-regulation: lVLPFC, β = −.30, t(33) = −1.37, p =
.180; rDLPFC, β = −.28, t(33) = −1.62, p = .114; lDLPFC, β = −.17,
t(33) = − 0.94, p = .355; rDMPFC, β = − .17, t(33) = − 0.91, p =
.372; lDMPFC, β = −.07, t(33) = −0.43, p = .671.

experiencing social rejection (vs. social acceptance), the more they
would report daily alcohol cravings.
A multiple linear regression model was used to regress the composite score of alcohol craving onto the main effect terms of composite felt
rejection score, rejection-speciﬁc rVLPFC activity, and their interaction
term simultaneously. Daily felt rejection was signiﬁcantly association
with greater daily alcohol craving, β = .47, t(33) = 3.31, p = .002. No
main effect was observed for rVLPFC activation on daily alcohol craving,
β = .12, t(33) = 1.51, p = .140. These main effects were qualiﬁed by an
interaction between daily felt rejection and rVLPFC activation associated
with social rejection, β = .44, t(33) = 2.93, p = .006 (Fig. 5). At low
levels (− 1 SD) of rVLPFC activation, felt rejection was unassociated
with alcohol craving, β = − .04, t(33) = 0.54, p = .600. However, at
mean levels, β = .20, t(33) = 3.30, p = .002, and high levels of rVLPFC
activation (+1 SD), β = .36, t(33) = 3.94, p b .001, felt rejection was
positively associated with alcohol craving. The interaction term
remained signiﬁcant, β = .43, t(33) = 2.83, p = .008, even after controlling for both conscientiousness and trait self-control. Further, this interaction with the rVLPFC (not controlling for conscientiousness and
trait self-control) was not observed for other regions of the prefrontal
cortex that have been implicated in successful self-regulation: lVLPFC,
β = .37, t(33) = 1.63, p = .113; rDLPFC, β = .04, t(33) = 0.23, p =
.823; lDLPFC, β = − .02, t(33) = − 0.11, p = .914; rDMPFC, β = .14,
t(33) = 0.71, p = .482; lDMPFC, β = −.06, t(33) = −0.32, p = .753.
This interaction between felt rejection and rVLPFC activation to rejection was not observed for control over alcohol craving scores, β = .07,
t(33) = 0.41, p = .685.
Discussion

Our next set of analyses tested predictions derived from balance theory (Heatherton and Wagner, 2011), in which self-regulatory exertion
inhibits activation in subcortical areas that govern behaviors
that bring immediate pleasure, such as alcohol consumption. We predicted that the more rVLPFC activation participants showed while

Social rejection leads to a host of problematic consequences for
human behavior. Impaired self-regulation due to social rejection may
be one of its most impactful yet poorly understood effects. Shedding
light on the neural contributors to the link between social rejection
and self-regulation failure may help alleviate this gap in the literature.
Towards that end, we demonstrated that rVLPFC activation during social rejection predicted greater reactivity of the NAcc to appetitive
cues such as alcohol and appetitive images. Further, the more individuals recruited the rVLPFC during social rejection, the greater this same
region was functionally decoupled from the NAcc while processing the
same appetitive cues. This pattern of decoupling also held for polydrug
cues despite their low perceived pleasantness. This polydrug-speciﬁc effect may be due to the novelty of such substances to our participants

Fig. 4. The interactive effect of felt rejection (averaged across 7 days) and rejectionspeciﬁc rVLPFC activation on successful self-regulation (averaged across 7 days). ‘Low’
labels refer to 1 standard deviation below the mean and ‘High’ labels refer to 1 standard
deviation above the mean.

Fig. 5. The interactive effect of felt rejection (averaged across 7 days) and rejectionspeciﬁc rVLPFC activation on alcohol craving (averaged across 7 days). ‘Low’ labels refer
to 1 standard deviation below the mean and ‘High’ labels refer to 1 standard deviation
above the mean.
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who, as undergraduates, are more likely to be exposed to alcohol and
marijuana and not polydrugs. However, this remains speculative. It
appears that after social rejection, those that exerted greater selfregulatory effort via the rVLPFC were then vulnerable to appetitive
stimuli as the rewarding nature of these stimuli was then increased
and dysregulated.
In our longitudinal daily diaries, we replicated the effect whereby
perceived social rejection was associated with less successful selfregulation over 7 days. We showed that the negative association between felt rejection and self-regulation was maintained at mean levels
of rVLPFC activation during rejection, exacerbated at high levels, and
eliminated at low levels. Daily felt rejection also predicted greater alcohol cravings, though this was only observed at mean and high levels of
rejection-speciﬁc rVLPFC activation. Balance and strength models of
self-regulation would have predicted similar decrements in control
over such alcohol cravings, yet these were not observed. This may
be due to the skewed nature of our control over craving reports,
though future research should explore this possibility. Each of
these effects was obtained after accounting for dispositional levels
of self-regulation. Thus, the rVLPFC effects we observed were not
an artifact of a personality or domain-general tendencies to inhibit
and self-regulate. Taken together, these ﬁndings implicate the
rVLPFC as a crucial neural mechanism underlying the effect of rejection on self-regulatory impairment.
The ability of rVLPFC activity in response to social rejection to exacerbate the effect of social rejection on regulatory outcomes was obtained for bottom-up contributors to self-regulatory failure (i.e., NAcc
reactivity to appetitive images, self-reported alcohol cravings). These
ﬁndings suggest that the general self-regulatory failures we observed
in relation to social rejection may be due to a self-regulatory imbalance
that favors greater bottom-up cravings and impulses. Contemporary
self-regulation research has and will beneﬁt greatly from dissecting
self-regulatory failures with such a dual process approach (e.g., Fujita,
2011; Hofmann et al., 2012a,b).
The interaction between daily felt rejection and rVLPFC activation on
daily self-regulation exhibited a positive relationship between rVLPFC
activation during social rejection and successful daily self-regulation
when daily felt rejection was low (see Fig. 4). These ﬁndings suggest
that rVLPFC recruitment during social rejection may be beneﬁcial, but
it becomes maladaptive when rejection is felt as a relatively more frequent experience. Much as sprinting is an adaptive strategy when the
distance is small and leads to excess fatigue when the distance is long,
prefrontal inhibition must be tailored to the self-regulatory situation.
Recent neuroscience research has shown that rVLPFC activation during
inhibitory tasks can readily subserve successful self-regulation
(e.g., Berkman et al., 2014). These ﬁndings also ﬁt within the body of literature on self-regulation which shows that people are aware of these
self-regulatory economics and conserve and expend self-regulatory resources to the extent of the perceived demand (Muraven et al., 2006).
Our ﬁndings support the strength model of self-regulation
(Baumeister and Heatherton, 1996) in that the greater an individual’s
use of a regulatory resource (e.g., rVLPFC), the more that rejection was
associated self-regulation impairment. Using activation of the PFC as a
measure of self-regulatory resource fatigue is an under-used methodological approach to self-regulation research that represents a potential
contribution that neuroimaging can make to psychological research
questions. These ﬁndings might also be explained within the framework
of the mechanistic model of self-regulation (Inzlicht and Schmeichel,
2012; Inzlicht et al., 2014), in which greater recruitment of the rVLPFC
during social rejection shifts individuals’ motivational states to act on
bottom-up impulses. Indeed, motivation appears to be a central element of the rejection-regulation link as this effect can be removed
when extrinsic performance rewards are present (Baumeister et al.,
2005).
These results also support a central tenet of balance theory which is
that self-regulatory fatigue biases the brain in terms of bottom-up
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impulses (Heatherton and Wagner, 2011). Indeed, we found that selfregulatory effort during social rejection was associated with shifts in reward reactivity to appetitive cues, dysregulation of this reactivity, and
self-reported increases in alcohol cravings, all of which are bottom-up
sources of self-regulatory failure. Previous neuroimaging research
supporting the balance theory of self-regulation had participants engage in a fatiguing self-regulatory task outside the scanner and then imaged participants (Wagner et al., 2013). Our study was novel in that it
imaged participants while they engaged in a self-regulatory task and
used the degree of effort (as indexed by the rVLPFC) to predict subsequent outcomes. Future research would beneﬁt from adopting this
approach where neuroimaging is acquired during and after a selfregulatory task.
Our ﬁndings have several practical implications. Perhaps counterintuitively, our results potentially imply that a buffer against the effect
of social rejection on self-regulatory impairment is to reduce inhibitory,
suppressive effort during the rejection incident, though this is somewhat conjectural given the issues with reverse inference in fMRI. It
may be that interventions designed at increasing emotional suppression
might backﬁre in cases of socially rejected individuals, exacerbating
their self-regulatory deﬁcits. Instead, interventions designed at reducing the top-down inhibition of affect and increasing the acceptance of
the distress, such as mindfulness-based therapies may be effective
(e.g., Creswell et al., 2014). Further, these results suggest that substance
abuse that results from social rejection is driven by bottom-up urges.
Thus, people with substance abuse problems who have poor social connections may beneﬁt most from interventions targeted at managing
cravings.
Limitations and future directions
A key assumption of these ﬁndings is that the degree of rVLPFC activation assessed at the fMRI session is a meaningful indicator of individual differences in the response to social rejection the ‘real-world’.
Previous research has indeed shown substantial intra-individual
variability in neural activation (Bennett and Miller, 2010). However,
decades of personality research have shown that intra-individual variability in a given measure is not necessarily evidence that the given
measurement does not relate to stable, individual differences that generalize over time (Costa and McCrae, 1994; Epstein, 1979; Fishbein and
Ajzen, 1974; Funder, 2006). Although individuals may differ from time
to time in the degree to which they exhibit rVLPFC activation during social rejection, the rank order individual differences that are captured by
fMRI are assumed to be stable over time. This assumption has been substantiated by a growing movement in neuroscience, coined as the brainas-predictor approach (Berkman and Falk, 2013). In this burgeoning
methodology, neural activations from the scanner are assessed as predictors of longitudinally-assessed behaviors in the real world that skirt
the bias inherent in self-report measures. Striking results have been obtained from this approach, with neural signatures from the scanner
predicting outcomes such as the efﬁcacy of smoking cessation advertisements and social media use (Berkman et al., 2011; Falk et al.,
2013). The ability of neural activations measured in the scanner to predict such outcomes can be taken as an indicator that these individual
differences hold ﬁdelity into the real world. Hence, our assumption
about rVLPFC activation’s temporal stability and predictive validity is
likely well-founded.
The Cyberball task possessed a potential confound in that the acceptance block involved a motor response and the rejection block did not.
Thus, it is possible that a portion of our rVLPFC activation represented
the inhibition of a motor response. However, the task does not possess
the usual features of a motor inhibition task in that the button press
was not prepotent, inhibition of the motor response was not difﬁcult because the task did not advance quickly, and it is clear that no motor response was required when the ball was not passed to the participant.
Despite this, future research should adopt methodological designs that
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de-confound this aspect of the Cyberball task. Additionally, the effects
we observed in regards to NAcc reactivity and connectivity were
marginal or null for alcohol, marijuana, and polydrug cues. These null
relations are not evidence against our hypotheses as these cues were
perceived as grossly un-appetitive and thus were unlikely to have elicited the cravings we expected the cue reactivity task to elicit. These results are likely due to the nature of our sample, which consisted of
healthy, young adults who were not pre-selected on the basis of their alcohol and substance use history. Future research must correct these
methodological ﬂaws and use cues that are equivalent in their ability
to elicit cravings and reward-based impulses.
Yet this speaks to another limitation of our research in that we rely
on reverse inference to assume that the rVLPFC cluster we observed represented self-regulatory effort. The positive association between this
cluster and trait self-control lends some support for this notion. Because
trait self-control is multifaceted it is difﬁcult to tease apart which aspect
of self-control this region represented. Future research should design
rejection tasks that disentangle the various elements of self-regulation
(e.g., inhibition of prepotent responses, reappraisal).
Daily reports of perceived social rejection, alcohol cravings, and control over those cravings were skewed towards low or high ends of their
potential distributions. This skew and restriction of range limit our ﬁndings. However, this issue with daily reports would likely serve only to
make it more difﬁcult to obtain our results as the effects must be relatively strong to emerge among a distribution with relatively little variance. Thus our data provided a conservative test of our hypotheses.
Additionally, we measured felt rejection and rVLPFC activation instead
of experimentally manipulating them, which reduces our ability to
make causal inferences. With the advent of brain stimulation techniques, future research should assess whether our ﬁndings are causal
in nature. The use of measuring ‘felt’ and perceived social rejection has
inherent issues as two individuals may experience the same objective
level of exclusion yet perceive it differently. Thus, we are unable to determine whether individuals who reported feeling more rejected actually were. Future research should use more objective measure of social
rejection. Notwithstanding these limitations, our research extends theory, suggests intervention strategies, and lends novel insight into the
neural substrates of rejection’s ability to impair self-regulation.
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